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Flash developers who want to create text effects in Flash should turn to Creative TextFX v2! This component provides access to more than 300 Flash text effects and
as the whole package contains all needed text effects for common and complex use cases. This component supports rich text layout & font manipulation plus font
embedding, 3D effects and multiple transition types. It's packed with lots of predefined Flash text effects so that you can apply them right away. Text effects features
an easy to use user interface, a working filter effects module, graphic support, integrated text effects preview mode, ActionScript 3.0 compliant and is fully compliant
with Action Script 3.0. During the Flash development process you'll have complete control over all aspects of text effects including an entire API for accessing the API
elements. What makes Creative TextFX v2 the best Flash component to create text effects is its thorough documentation with fully working source code examples,
comprehensive tutorials, a very easy to use user interface and flexible text effects' configuration via property/methods/constructor parameters/events including fonts
embedding and full control over user interface elements. Features • 300+ 2D (XYM files) and 3D (.mxt file) text effects including frame effects, visual effects and
interactive text effects. • 300+ textual and graphical filter effects. • 3D text effects that help you create spectacular 3D text effects. • 3D Text Features: Create 3D text
effects using 3D text in Creative TextFX. Can be used for Christmas balloons or complex shapes with lots of detail. Besides 3D text effects you'll also find 3D effect,
shape effects and frame effects for 3D text, editable text features, flash features, font support, embedding and many more… • Open source text effect, filter effects
and rich text feature package. • Completely compatible with Flash 8, 9, MX 2004, ActionScript 3.0 • Moved user interface completely to Flash's standard components
for object and control orientation. • More than 100 interactive text effects with conditional events. • User interface includes picture import option. • GUI based filter
effects editor: add and edit new filter effects. • Simply drag and drop filter effects from the Flash components window to the text effects editor. • GUI based frame
effects editor: add and edit new frame effects. • Simply drag and drop frame effects from the Flash components window to the text effects editor. • Easy to use &
powerful text effects' configuration via
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The ideal effect library for creating stunning text effects. With Creative TextFX you can create easily text and web effects - different effects for different purposes background effects, transition effects, animation effects, flash effects, solid text effects, text effects with frames, and more. But like the name suggests, the software
also can also do some other text related actions. For example, you can convert a text file, access text properties, replace text, display text, and so on. 3D Text Effects:
The flash effects is very simple and easy to be used, and we can apply the flash text effects from the flash library or the action script source code for example, Flash
Set Text Property, Flash Draw Rectangle, Flash Draw Bitmap, create SWF styles, Text effects can also be applied to text on the stage. Text Substitution and
Replacement: You can use the script to do a lot of things, for example, you can replace some characters with other characters, only when a key phrase of the event, you
can insert html style into the text to make the flash text effects more special, it is very powerful and easy to use. Desktop Plugin: Flash TextFX has a very clean and
simple IDE that makes the development process quick and easy. Powerful debugging and profiling features are also included, so you have the right tools to help you
develop and test your applications faster. License: Payments in $USD Pricing Plans Free Suitable for any type of projects. $14.99 Suitable for any type of projects.
$37.99 All the functions required. $77.99 Add more functions for advanced users FAQ Q: How can I preview my flash text effects A: Clicking preview button at flash
library, or click right side of preview button to open the flash movie. Q: Is the flash text effects software compatible with.xbm files? A:Yes, it can display.xbm files. Q:
I want to change all frames for flash text effects, and I have many frames, is there any shortcut? A:The left side of action script, there are several interesting shortcut
buttons. For example, Ctrl + F11 is F11 and Ctrl + F12 is F12. Q:How to convert a.txt file into flash text effects? A:You 6a5afdab4c
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• • • • • 3D text effects (check out the flash effects gallery) Rich text support with easy font manipulation & fonts embedding Three transition types (In effects, Out
effects and Wait effects) ActionScript 3.0 compliant Action triggered effects and filter effects Creative TextFX Features: • • • • • 3D text effects (check out the flash
effects gallery) Rich text support with easy font manipulation & fonts embedding Three transition types (In effects, Out effects and Wait effects) ActionScript 3.0
compliant Action triggered effects and filter effects • Creative TextFX has been designed in the spirit of simplicity and creativity. Whether you have a production to
get out the door, or just want to have some fun with text effects, the Creative TextFX is the answer. The text effects offer a variety of powerful possibilities. On top of
that, Creative TextFX supports all the usual operations for text objects, for example text filters and text adjustments. With Creative TextFX you can easily create
personalized designs, make fast loading web pages a reality and produce powerful animations, resizes and random effects with a few lines of code. Make objects
interact with each other If you are looking for more effects, you can also create sophisticated interferes and animations. For example: • • Use out effect to generate a
visual effect at a fixed time on text Use in effect to display the same text effect again and again Use different effects on different text objects • • • • Use filters and
adjustors to change text properties (especially text size) and colors in an instant Choose among a variety of effects, transition effects and effects which are triggered by
actions Make text-based sounds You can combine the text effects with the text-based sound effect to make texts come to life. • • • Use subtext effects which have the
same text transition effect as the main text Choose from many stylish font types The text effects of the Creative TextFX come in many styles. There are classic fonts,
trendy fonts and more. • • • • Create your own new fonts Choose from more than 50 font options or create your own font types • Sculpt the text You can easily rotate
and zoom in and out of text objects and use scaling to remove some of the text from the object for a more elegant presentation
What's New in the?

With Creative TextFX v2 you can create stunning text effects in FLASH. This Flash component gives you access to more than 300 predefined text effects that are
customizable from the user interface or directly with ActionScript elements - properties, methods, constructor parameters and events - thoroughly documented in the
complete product manual or in the Contextual Help. Over 300 predefined Flash text Effects, 100% customizable, 3D effects (check out the flash effects gallery), Rich
text support with easy font manipulation & fonts embedding, Three transition types (In effects, Out effects and Wait effects ), ActionScript 3.0 compliant, Integrated
preview mode, Action triggered effects and filter effects. Free TextFX Library: Creative TextFX Library v1.0 offer a good overview of the built text effects. It
contains 10 text effects that you can use with Free Flash Text FX Library. If you need more than 10 effects you can easily purchase our full version. Flash TextFX is a
collection of more than 300 text effects for flash. It uses the full featured text compositing engine from our full version and fully supports the actionscript 3.0 and up.
To run the flash textfx you need Flash Professional CS3 or higher version. In the sample sequence there are 10 text effects just use 1 or more than 1 effect. The sample
sequence is divided into two parts: 1: Creating and exporting text effects. 2: Using text effects in your flash project. In this article we will see the basic features and
functions of the text effects. Sample TextFX 1. 3D Text Effect The 3D text effect The 3D text effect includes a 3D text and a 3D wall. The 3D text is displayed next to
a text and shaped like a pyramid. In front of the 3D text is a 3D wall. You can set a color for the 3D wall and 3D text. Flash TextFX v2 Help file 2. Free Flash Text FX
Library: This help file contains 10 text effects that you can use with the Free Flash TextFX Library. If you need more than 10 effects you can easily purchase our full
version. Flash TextFX v2 Help file Part II 3. Text Effects Sample Text effects sample Here you see the list of all the available text effects. You can use them in your
projects. The text effect effects come with
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System Requirements For Creative TextFX:

Minimum: OS: WinXP/Vista Processor: Intel Core2 Quad 2.5GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 945 Memory: 8GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX or ATI
Radeon HD 3870 Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card Network: Internet connection Drive: 750GB available space Additional: DirectX 9.0 or OpenGL
compatible graphics card Recommended: Processor: Intel Core2 Quad 2.
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